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Both of these road bikes are designed for 
women. The Van Rysel is also designed by 
women. Whether women need a women’s-

specific bike is a moot point: see cyclinguk.
org/article/cycling-guide/women-need-women-
specific-bikes. The last time I reviewed one, the 
women’s-specific aspect amounted to a change of 
handlebar, saddle, and colour. I was curious what 
differences these two would exhibit. 

They’re both ‘endurance’ road bikes. The industry 
is always inventing new names but I like ‘endurance’; 
it’s more obvious than ‘sportive’. Essentially, such 
bikes are designed to offer more comfort without 
compromising much on the aerodynamics and 
weight. So you can expect a slightly higher handlebar 
position, lightweight wheels, and a super-light, short-
wheelbase frameset. 

Van Rysel is Decathlon’s relatively new performance 
brand. The name means ‘from Lille’, paying homage 
to Decathlon’s HQ in French Flanders, near the border 
with Belgium. There are two women’s-specific Van 

Not carbon 
copies
Spend £2k on an endurance road bike and you can 
expect carbon fibre. Liz Colebrook tests women’s-
specific models from Decathlon and Cube

Rysel road bikes: the aluminium Women’s 
Road Bike EDR AF 105 (£849.99) and this, 
the carbon Women’s Van Rysel EDR 
Carbon Disc 105 (£2,299.99).

Cube’s Axial WS GTC Pro (£2,049) is 
one of six women’s-specific road bikes 
designed by the German brand. As with 
Van Rysel, the less expensive models – 
such as the entry-level Axial WS (£949) – 
are aluminium rather than carbon.

Frame & fork
The science of carbon fibre is complex. 
Basically, carbon fibres are layered to 
dissipate riding stresses while optimising 
strength and stiffness where they’re 
needed. The design process is heavily 
computerised and the high construction 
costs reflect bicycle designer Keith 
Bontrager’s well-known maxim: “strong, 
light, cheap – pick two”.

LIZ 
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Liz holds the 
brazing torch 
at Beaumont 
Bicycle and 
is a qualified 
occupational 
therapist
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Carbon frames can 
fracture dramatically 
in a collision where an 
aluminium or steel frame 
would crumple or bend.  
But in the normal course  
of events, where the 
stresses are predictable, a 
carbon frame and fork can 
have a better strength-to-
weight ratio than any metal 
frame yet still dissipate 
some road vibration. This 
(potential) combination of 
performance and comfort 
helps explain why carbon 
fibre is the dominant 
material for higher-end 
road bikes – including 
endurance ones. 

Both the Cube Axial 
and the Decathlon Van 
Rysel feature a full carbon frame and 
fork. The Cube is a kilogramme heavier 
overall than the Van Rysel, mostly due to 
variances in the wheels rather than the 
frames. The other significant difference 
is the sizing availability: the Van Rysel 
seems only to be stocked in XS and S 
sizes (although XXS is listed), whereas 
the Cube is offered in a full range of 
sizes. This may be a result of production 
problems stemming from recent upsets in 
global manufacturing and transportation.  

The Cube has a wide 
protective strip under  
the down tube to limit 
potential damage to the 
frame from stones flying  
up from the road. It’s 
a small but important 
detail on a carbon bike. 
Meanwhile, Decathlon 
helpfully provides an  
Allen key torque wrench 
with the bike so you can 
tighten any bolts that clamp 
onto carbon – such as the 
stem – just right.

Neither bike is designed 
for conventional frame-
fitting mudguards. The 
Cube can be equipped  
with the brand’s Cubeguard 
Attain Disc guards, while 
the Van Rysel would 

require SKS Raceblade Long or Crud 
Roadracer guards.

Components
Both bikes feature Shimano’s 105 
groupset but the spec isn’t identical. The 
Van Rysel has a 140mm rear disc rotor, 
which makes sense for small-to-medium 
riders and saves weight. The Cube 
employs Shimano’s hydraulic 105 brake 
levers for smaller hands – commendable 
on a women’s-specific bike.

Carbon's high 
construction 
costs  
reflect Keith 
Bontrager’s 
maxim: 
“strong,  
light, cheap – 
pick two"

 Price: £2,299.99
 Sizes: XXS (not 

currently available), 
XS, S (tested)
 Weight: 8.2kg (18lb)
 Frame & fork: 

high-modulus 
carbon fibre frame 
with pressfit bottom 
bracket, 142×12mm 
dropouts, and fittings 
for flat mount brake 
and two bottles. Full 
carbon fork with 
tapered steerer and 
100×12mm dropouts.
 Wheels: 25-622 

Hutchinson Fusion 5 
Performance tyres on 
Fulcrum Racing 700 
DB tubeless-ready 
wheels.
 Transmission: basic 

resin pedals with 
toe-clips, Shimano 
105 R7000 chainset 
(50-34t, 170mm), 
86mm pressfit 
bottom bracket, 
KMC X11 chain, 
Shimano R7000 11-32t 

cassette. Shimano 
R7000 STI shifters, 
rear derailleur and 
‘braze-on’ front 
derailleur. 22 ratios, 
28-122in.
 Braking: Shimano 

hydraulic R7000 
STI levers, R7070 
callipers, Shimano 
Centerlock rotors 
(160mm front, 
140mm rear).
 Steering & 

seating: Van Rysel 
Racing aluminium 
handlebar, 80mm 
Van Rysel Racing 
stem, integrated 
threadless stem, 
carbon spacers. 
Van Rysel Ergofit 
women's saddle, 
27.2×350mm Van 
Rysel seatpost, Allen-
bolt seatpost clamp. 
 Equipment: tools 

for assembly, battery 
lights, bell, pair of 
tubeless valves.
decathlon.co.uk

Tech Spec
DECATHLON WOMEN’S VAN 
RYSEL EDR CARBON DISC 105

Top: An 11-32 cassette is fine, 
given the bike’s low weight
Bottom: The full carbon fork 
underscores the Van Rysel’s 
sporty aspirations: it won’t 
take a conventional mudguard 
or a tyre bigger than 25mm

First look
Lightweight and 

sporty for a ‘budget’ 
carbon bike, thanks 
largely to its lighter 

wheelset
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The extra cost of the Van 
Rysel is down to its pricier, 
lighter wheelset. I would 
always advocate spending 
money on wheels and tyres 
if you have the funds to 
upgrade. A good pair of 
wheels is as important as 
the frame and fundamental 
to a bicycle’s performance.

When it comes to 
gearing, I seldom use a 
compact double’s 50t outer 
ring. I prefer a 1×11 setup 
on my own bikes. Living in 
hilly Shropshire, I descend 
quite fast enough already 
without pedalling downhill 
to add any extra speed. 
But these are road bikes 
and big chainrings go with 
the marketing territory, 
unfortunately. 

Key to comfort for me is the handlebar 
setup. Happily both Decathlon and Cube 
offer a size-specific bar width and stem 
length. They also provide chainsets with 
shorter crank arms on smaller models, 
which is just as it should be (but hasn’t 
always been the case). The shorter you 
are, the more important it is to employ 
a shorter crank arm. Apart from giving 
a better fit, it’s kinder to your knees and 
makes it easier to pedal efficiently.

The saddles on both 
bikes are generic women's-
specific models: slightly 
shorter in length and 
a fraction wider to suit 
the wider sit bones that 
most (but not all) women 
have. The more we lean 
forward into a tucked 
position, the more we 
ride on the narrower part 
of our sit bones and the 
less weight we have on 
them. Conversely, the more 
upright we ride, the more 
we rest on the wider part  
of our sit bones and the 
more weight we put through 
them. The riding position 
thus matters as much as the 
width of our sit bones when 
choosing a saddle.

The patchwork state of our roads 
is a challenge for the endurance bike 
designer, who has to think hard about 
how best to iron out the lumps and 
bumps. Wider, compliant tyres are a 
no-brainer, however, and both come with 
tubeless-ready ones – 25mm tyres for the 
Van Rysel, 28mm for the Cube. 

The ride
My first impression of the Van Rysel 
was how smooth and quiet it felt. 
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Top: A nice flattened lever 
profile provides sure-fingered 
braking. The levers are 
shorter-reach as well
Bottom: Both bikes’ saddles 
are okay but will likely be 
swapped for a rider’s favourite
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 Price: £2,049
Sizes: 47, 50 (tested), 
53, 56cm
 Weight: 9.2kg 

(20.23lb)
 Frame & fork:  

‘Twin Mould 
Monocoque’ carbon 
frame with pressfit 
bottom bracket, 
142×12mm rear axle, 
and fittings for flat 
mount brake and 
two bottles. Cube 
CSL race disc full 
carbon fork with 
tapered steerer, 
100×12mm dropouts, 
and fittings for flat 
mount disc brake.
 Wheels: 28-622 

Continental Grand 
Sport Race SL tyres, 
Cube RA 1.9 aero 
disc wheels with 
tubeless-ready rims
 Transmission: 

no pedals, 105 
Shimano RS510 
chainset (50-32t, 
170mm), Shimano 
BB71-41B  86mm 
pressfit bottom 
bracket, Shimano 

HG600 11-speed 
chain, R7000 11-32t 
cassette. Shimano 
105 R7025 shifters, 
Shimano 105 R7000-
DGS 11-Speed 
rear derailleur, 
Shimano 105 R7000 
31.8mm-clamp front 
derailleur. 22 ratios, 
28-122in.
 Braking: Shimano 

105 hydraulic R7025 
brake levers and 
BR7070 callipers, 
160mm Centerlock 
rotors (front and rear).
 Steering  

& seating: 40cm 
Cube Compact Race 
handlebar with ACID 
road handlebar 
tape, 80mm Cube 
Performance Stem 
SL, VP I-t integrated 
threadless headset. 
Natural Fit Venec 
WS saddle, 
27.2×350mm. Cube 
Performance alloy 
seatpost, Allen-bolt 
seatpost clamp. 
 Equipment: none

cube.eu
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Tech Spec
CUBE AXIAL WS 
GTC PRO

First look
Nice details such 
as smaller levers 
and down tube 

protection. Takes 
mudguards too

Unlike the 
Van Rysel, 
the Cube is 
offered in 
a full range 
of sizes – 
47, 50, 53, 
and 56cm
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TREK DOMANE AL DISC
£1,900

High-quality aluminium frame 
with gender-neutral ‘endurance’ 

geometry and a carbon fork 
designed to absorb road 

vibration. Plenty of mounts for 
accessories make this a highly 

versatile alternative.
trekbikes.com

TRIBAN WOMAN’S GRAVEL 
BIKE GRVL 900 SHIMANO GRX 

TITANIUM FRAME £2 ,199.99
For ultimate endurance, Decathlon’s top-

end women’s gravel bike offers a titanium 
frame that’s built in Italy by Dedacciai and 

guaranteed for life. It’s 1×11 and under 10kg. 
decathlon.co.uk

Verdict
There isn’t much to choose between them but 
overall I prefer the Van Rysel. Its lower weight is 
noticeable even when you’re wheeling it out of the 
house, let alone on climbs. I like its smaller, 140mm 
rear rotor and lighter wheelset. It’s tastefully 
finished, and the fork design is in keeping with the 
frame’s aerodynamic lines and tapered head tube.

The Cube Axial WS GTC Pro is nevertheless a 
very nice bike. I particularly like the brake levers for 
small hands and the down tube frame protection. 
Cyclists who don’t fit an XXS, XS or S Van Rysel will 
also appreciate the greater range of frame sizes.

It’s comfortable and has just the right 
degree of responsiveness. I didn’t have to 
keep adjusting my riding line, which you 
sometimes have to do if you’re busy looking 
over hedges at the passing countryside.

One factor that isn’t spoken about much 
is ‘wheel flop’. When you hear talk of how 
a bike handles, there are several forces at 
play, ranging from the rider's position over 
the handlebar to the offset of the fork, the 
tyre size and the frame’s head angle. Wheel 
flop is the physics of how ‘keen’ a wheel is to 
naturally tip to the left or right as it begins to 
move away from the mid-line. The Van Rysel 
has a wheel flop of 15mm, the Cube 19mm. 
This meant slightly more adjustment of my 
riding line on the Cube than the Van Rysel. 
Over a longer ride, that would mean slightly 
more upper body work for the rider of the 
Cube than the Van Rysel. 

At 8.2kg the Van Rysel is lightweight 
for a disc brake bike. I appreciated that in 
hilly south Shropshire, where I could climb 
relatively effortlessly without running out 
of gears. Although the handlebar puts you 
in a nice tucked aero position for descents, 
I would sacrifice that for a slightly flared 
bar with a flat top – also known as a ‘wing’ 
handlebar. This would spread the weight on 
my palms when riding on the tops. I'd also 
re-wrap the bars with a quality gel bar tape. 
Contact points really matter on long rides. 

Saddles are very personal in terms of fit; 
once you’ve found a favourite you tend to 
stick with it. Bicycle manufacturers know this 
and tend to specify relatively inexpensive 
saddles, knowing that customers spending 
£2,000 on a bike will probably fit a favourite 
one they already own. 

Size-wise, the Cube offers more standover 
clearance, is shorter in the reach by about 
30mm, but has the same handlebar height 
from the ground as the Van Rysel. The 
handlebar has a different profile but is still 
one I’d swap for a wing bar with a tape 
upgrade. I appreciated the new R7025 levers 
for smaller hands as soon as I touched the 
brakes. They’re really comfortable. The lever 
is flattened just at the contact point, which 
makes the braking action easier and lighter. 

Cycle’s test promise
At Cycle, we are proudly independent. There’s no pressure to please 
advertisers as we’re funded by your membership. Our product reviews aren’t 
press releases; they’re written by experienced cyclists after thorough testing.

Above: Standard-size 
105 levers (Van Rysel)
Near right: Higher bar 
heights than race bikes 
Top right: Conventional 
50t outer ring – too big?
Bottom right: Down 
tube protection (Cube)

Other options
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